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Abstract: Subtitles have become an integral part of modern media. From television to video games, 

almost every audio-visual medium in the world uses captioning in one way or the other. However, 

very little research has been done in this field. Traditionally, the color of subtitles is plain white or 

yellow with black outline stroke. Although white/yellow and black works best on a large strata of 

visual media, here we have device a method which takes into account the dominant colors of the 

film and choses the most efficient color of the subtitles (fill color as well as the stroke color) so as 

to make the subtitles more contrasting and easily readable. 
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1. Introduction 

Subtitles are not only essential, but an indispensable part of today’s media. Be it 

television, film, video games or any another audio visual media, subtitling or captioning 

are used almost everywhere. They help to bridge the gap between language barriers and 

help to increase the reach and accessibility of the media. Subtitles also make the film 

more comprehensible for the deaf and hard-of-hearing people.  

 

Till now, the subtitled movies had a constant color subtitles in white, yellow, green, and so 

on. It caused sometimes an unpleasant view of subtitles on the images when the 

background color was similar to subtitle color. Humans perceive relatively. The default or 

most widely used color scheme for the subtitles is white (#FFFFFF) with a stroke of black 

(#000000). In some case a faint shadow is also applied. However, this generalization is not 

particularly efficient in the case of many movies, as we see in the subsequent sections.  

 

Most of the European Cinema and TV channels use yellow subtitles, while their Hollywood 

counterparts use white subtitles. There has been a longstanding debate on the choice 

between white and yellow subtitles. Yellow subtitles are more visible than white subtitles, 



especially on lighter backgrounds. For example in the film ‘The Vertical Limit’ yellow 

subtitles work better than white ones because the overall color scheme of the film is 

whitish as it is based in the snow clad Himalayan ranges. But, on the other hand, they 

disrupt the visual harmony of the movie. Yellow subtitles make the rest of the frame 

appear too blue in color. 

 

White colored subtitles, on the other hand, are used for the exactly opposite reasons. 

Therefore, white colored subtitles are used in International Film Festivals where it is 

necessary to preserve the color palette of the film and yellow colored subtitles are 

generally used in cable TV.  

 

The main aim of the project was to device a method which would take into account the 

dominant colors of the film and chose the most efficient color of the subtitles (fill color as 

well as the stroke color) so as to make them either more readable and legible, or more 

neutral (non-disruptive of the existing color scheme of the movie). 

 

  

Figure 1. White versus Yellow subtitles for the movie Avatar (2009) 

 

2. Detailed Method 

The entire program was based on python programming language. It performed all the 

necessary functions and provided the two most suitable subtitles colors for both the 

scenarios. Similar program had been developed earlier which uses fuzzy logic to select the 

most pleasant color, however it differs greatly with respect to the application and post-

extraction operations [1]. The detailed working of the program is explained below:  

 

2.1 Extracting the frames of the film. 

In this step, the program extracts the frames from the film and store them in a folder. The 

extracted frames are in JPG format. The program is very versatile and can be tweaked in a 

variety of ways. Some of the parameter which can be changed are:  



1. The frame extraction rate: Frame extraction rate gives an idea about the 

frequency of extraction of frame from the video. Lower the frame extraction rate, 

better would be the efficiency of the entire program. A frame extraction rate of 10 

implies that every tenth frame would be extracted by the program.  

2. Frame resolution: The resolution of extracted frame can also be changed to suit 

our convenience. Better extraction resolution will increase the processing time of 

the program.  

3. The frame dimensions: Not only the resolution of the extracted frames can be 

changed, but also the size of the frame. For example, if one wants to extract only 

the bottom one third of the whole frame, he/she can easily do so. One interesting 

application of this feature is that there is a choice between improving the legibility 

of the subtitles and the preserving the visual harmony of the movie; on which the 

entire yellow subtitles versus white subtitles debate is based on. Since only the 

bottom one third part of the frame contains subtitles, extracting only that portion 

would help to create more contrasting subtitle color. Extracting the entire frame, 

on the other hand would help to create harmonious subtitle colors which would 

preserve the color scheme of the movie.  

 

 

Figure 2. Full frame extraction versus bottom one-third frame extraction 

 

2.2 Analyzing the colors of the frame. 

The colors of the frames were then analyzed using a python code. The code was written in 

such a manner that it automatically takes in the frames and stores the hexadecimal codes 

of the three most dominant colors of the image in a text file. The python code uses k-

means clustering to cluster the pixels in groups based on their color. The center of the 

resulting clusters are then the ‘dominant’ colors. The total number of colors (or 

hexadecimal codes) extracted were around 12,000. For more accuracy, the number of 

colors can be increased to more than one million (frame extraction rate = 1 and number of 

k-means cluster = 5).  



2.3 Making the color palette of the film.  

In the previous step the hexadecimal codes for the dominant colors of the frames are 

stored in a text file. This text file is now again fed into the python color extraction code 

and a color palette is generated. This color palette is the generalization of the entire film. 

In a way, it represents the entire color scheme of the movie. Each pixel on the palette 

refers to the dominant color of the frame which was extracted earlier.   

 

      

 Figure 3. Color palette of Moneyball (2006)   Figure 2. Color palette of Avatar (2008)   

 

2.4 Selection of the color of the subtitles.  

The next step is the selection of the optimum color for the subtitles. Complex color 

processing algorithms are performed on the movie color palette which was generated 

earlier and two sets of colors are obtained: fill color and the stroke color [2]. Depending 

upon the dimensions of the frames, these colors obtained will either be more legible or 

more harmonious. The color choosing algorithm was based upon several researches done 

earlier on the field of visual perception and color psychology.  

 

 

Figure 4. In this frame, the color of the subtitle is complementary to the color of the background, 

thus making it more legible. 



 

3. Algorithm  

 

3. Results  

 

Film Name  Type  Dominant colors  
Subtitles 

Fill Color  
Stroke Color  

Moneyball  Full   #515447  #8a8f7c  #1f201c  #F5F0F4  #1E0518 

Bottom  #171d0d #070605 #070605 #E9DCE6 #090007 

Avatar  Full   #546b6f  #223437 #93a6a8  #E9E4D4 #090700 

Bottom   #283a41 #090d0f  #060606 #E9CF80  #070605 

The Reservoir  

Dogs 

Full   #504749  #8c848e  #241c1a  #E9EAC1  #1E1D1A 

Bottom   #191414 #020201 #383838 #E9DAAE #110D02 

The October 

Sky 

Full   #18191b  #7189a8  #3c4550  #F0E0C7  #211402 

Bottom  #090f0f  #070918 #262626 #E2D9CC #0D0801 

Gravity  Full   #2f3232  #2d4079 #0f1c19  #EDE9E4  #2A1702 

Bottom   #283a41 #090d0f  #060606 #E4DAD1 #191714 

Sin City  Full   #5d5a56  #191818 #b5b0a5 #DBDFE3 #080E16 

Bottom   #161615 #0c0c0e  #1c0a07  #D5D9DB #010810 

The Hunger 

Games   

Full   #767e66 #1b1b17 #474a39 #EDDAE6 #17010D 

Bottom   #0c230f  #1b1c1c #0f160f  #EDD6D6 #0D0101 

 

Table 1: Results of the code  

 

 

 

  

The code was run on more than thirty films with varying parameters and levels of 
detailing. Some of the results have been shown in the table below. 

The algorithm being used to calculate the dominant colors in every image is the k-means 

clustering algorithm [3]. For this, every color is represented as its RBG value in a 3 D 

plane. The algorithm selects ‘k’ random colors from the list of colors that we have 

extracted from the image to use as the initial clusters [4]. Then, looping over all the 

colors, it finds the distance of the color from each of these clusters, and add s it to the 

cluster nearest to it. Once this has been done for all the colors, it recalculate the center 

of every cluster.  It repeats the same process over and over again until it reaches a point 

where the centers stop moving. The centers of these clusters will then be the dominant 

colors of the database.    



Some important inferences were drawn from the results obtained:  

1. In order to preserve the color scheme of the movie, white subtitles with black 

outline are not the best choice (as commonly believed.   

2. In most of the case, the palette or the dominant color obtained by using the entire 

frame, in general had higher saturation and brightness than the palette obtained 

using only the bottom one third of the frame. This might be because the upper 

parts of the frame usually have lighter colors, like blue and white, while the 

bottom part is usually darker.  

3. Therefore, the fill color obtained in the second case (one third frame extraction) 

was, generally, more saturated and bright than the one obtained in the first case 

(entire frame extraction).  

 

 

4. Future Scope 

There is immense scope for further improvement in this project. The algorithms can be 

further refined and improved so that the color extraction process can be made even more 

efficient. Moreover, detailed research can be done in the field of legibility and readability 

of text on non-static backgrounds.  

 

One interesting application of this method could be varying colored subtitles [5]. The 

format of the subtitle files currently supports changing colors for a particular time period. 

This feature can very well be exploited to increase the readability of the subtitles even 

further. The subtitled text may change the color or the hue slightly so that the viewer 

might not notice it knowingly, but subconsciously, it might make a significant difference in 

the reading experience. The current format of the subtitles already supports this feature, 

and with a slight extension to our code, frame based color scheme can be produced in 

detail which can then be used for the colors of the subtitles.  

 

Apart from Typography, this video color extraction has a variety of uses in many different 

fields. This method can be used in movie content analysis to find out the amount of gory 

scenes in the movie (violence and sex related) as well as the overall visual effects and the 

color scheme of the movie. Moreover, it can be also used in user interaction design of 

websites and video players.  

 

5. Conclusion 



This paper proposes a very simple yet efficient method which selects the color of subtitles 

for two very important scenarios: color scheme preservation of the movie, or improving 

the legibility. These simple things go a long way in affecting the experience of watching 

the visual media. We believe that this method would surely help to improve the 

experiences associated with television, film, video games or any another audio visual 

media.  
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